MEMORANDUM FOR Advancing Minorities Interest in Engineering (AMIE) Summer Interns

SUBJECT: Announcement of the 2019 Employment of Advancing Minorities Interest in Engineering (AMIE) Student Program with the US Army Corps of Engineers, Far East District.

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to officially inform the Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) community that our 2019 summer internship is currently announced on https://www.usajobs.gov/ February 27, 2019 until March 8, 2019. The vacancy number is 10431906 with four GS-0899-4 positions 19FEB1FKW2SN01378029, 19FEB1FKW2SN01378083, 19FEB1FKW2SN01378136, 19FEB1FKW2SN0137898. USACE would like encourage HBCU Engineering students to apply for a chance to participate in the 2019 US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Far East District (FED) – Korea AMIE Summer Internship.

2. The established goals for this internship opportunity is to prepare minority engineering students for responsible positions in an engineering environment, enlighten minority engineering students about the USACE vision and mission, unique capabilities and opportunities, and to assist Historically Black Colleges and Universities in educating minority engineering students and to produce a world class, diverse pool of talent throughout the USACE organization.

3. FED - Korea is committed to the AMIE program. We are encouraging HBCU students to apply for participation and we are looking forward to receiving their applications. This summer program appointment dates are from 30 May 2019 – 2 August 2019.

4. If you have any questions, comments, and or concerns, please feel free to contact me at mia.y.dukuly@usace.army.mil.

Mia Dukuly
FED AMIE Program Manager